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How to reach Strasbourg and IGBMC?
Strikes will affect the French national railway company (SNCF) from early April to end of June.
More precisely, the strike will concern the 2nd, 3rd and 7th June.
Information on cancelled trains and delays can be known up to 48 hours prior to departure on this
page (French only). Please, note that heavy delays and overload of passengers should be expected on
running trains. Nevertheless, as the rail is a state-run company, a minimum of services will be
operated. Also, the trade unions may agree to stop the strikes earlier than announced thus enabling
traffic as usual.
Airlines and other means of transport are not concerned by this strike.
Therefore, we advise you to fly to Strasbourg/Entzheim airport or fly via Frankfurt. Lufthansa
shuttle buses and DB German trains between Frankfurt and Strasbourg will run as usual (cf details
below).
Flight/train connections via Paris-Charles de Gaulle airport should be avoided.

To reach Strasbourg


By plane
Strasbourg/Entzheim airport - Direct flights to several European capitals (Amsterdam, London
Stansted, Brussels, Prague…) and major French cities (Montpellier, Nice, Rennes, Toulouse…)
Shuttle trains leave Entzheim airport up to 4 per hour to reach Strasbourg central station (10 min
direct journey). Or by taxi, 20/30 min from the airport directly to IGBMC.
Frankfurt international airport – Long-haul international flights. A Lufthansa shuttle bus goes, up to 6
times a day, to Strasbourg central station (2 hr 15 min journey). When booking a Lufthansa flight,
indicate Strasbourg as the final destination so the shuttle bus gets included in the journey and fare.
Train connections with DB are also available to Offenburg or Kehl (Germany). From Offenburg, you
may then take a taxi. From Kehl, a tramway is available to Strasbourg.
Basel/Mulhouse/Freiburg EuroAirport – Flights to European capitals and major cities (Edinburgh,
Vienna, Heraklion, Barcelona…). From the Euroairport, take the shuttle bus “Distribus” nbr 11 to StLouis train station (direct 15 min journey. Bus station stands by the French exit of the airport). Then,
from the French border town of St-Louis, take a regional train to Strasbourg (1 hr 10 min direct
journey. Train connections every hour. See train section below).
Paris Charles de Gaulle airport – Long-haul international flights. Direct fast trains TGV connections
from Paris CDG to Strasbourg central station (see train section below). When booking a flight, you
may chose Strasbourg as the final destination so the train connection gets included in the journey
and fare.
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By train
-TGV fast trains leave frequently from Paris Est station to Strasbourg central station (1 hr 50 min
direct journey). Connections also from Paris Charles de Gaulle international airport (2 hr direct
journey).
-Regional trains from St Louis (Basel/Mulhouse/Freiburg airport) 1 hr 10 min direct journey.
Check the national French rail company’s website SNCF
-From Strasbourg central station:
Tramway line A direction "Illkirch-Graffenstaden" is a 40 min direct journey to "Campus d'Illkirch"
tramway station (closest to IGBMC). Check Strasbourg’s public transport website.
Taxi: 20 min ride. A taxi station is on the right hand-side as you exit the main building (look for the
European flags).

To reach IGBMC


By road







On the A35 motorway, take exit number 5 "Baggersee-Illkirch Nord"
At the 1st traffic lights ("Baggersee"), take direction "Parc d'Innovation" (straight-ahead)
At the 1st roundabout, take direction "Parc d'Innovation" (4th exit)
At the 2nd roundabout, take the 2nd exit leading to IGBMC

By tramway
-Tramway line A direction “Illkirch-Graffenstaden” is direct from the central station, Lufthansa bus
stop and Strasbourg’s city centre to IGBMC. Exit at “Campus d’Illkirch” station (40 min journey).
-Tramway line E direction “Campus d’Illkich” is direct from Strasbourg’s university and city centre to
IGBMC. Exit at “Campus d’Illkirch” (30 min journey).
-For more information, visit the website of Strasbourg’s public transports company CTS
-By foot from "Campus d'Ilkirch" tramway station, you may refer to this map

Find out more about transport possibilities to and in Strasbourg at mystrasbourg.com

